## UNIFORMS

### SHIRTS
- **TSHIRTS (SIZE 4-14)** $24.00
- **LSLEEVE (SIZE 4-14)** *STARTING FROM* $32.00
  - *Long sleeve shirt pricing is pending order numbers*

### SHORTS
- **SIZE 4-14** $18.00

### SKORTS
- **SIZE 4-14** $21.00

### JACKETS
- **Black & Gold (SIZE 4-14)** $36.00
- **Polar Fleece (SIZE 6-10)** $15.00

### HATS *new stock only*
- **ALL SIZE** $15.00

### SUNNIES
- **Small & Large** $15.00

### CHAIRBAGS *one size*
- **$12.00**
DISCONTINUED LINE OF UNIFORMS
WHILST STOCK LAST

TSHIRTS
SIZE XS-L $10.00

SHORTS
SIZE XS-L $10.00

JACKETS
Black & Gold SIZE XS-L $25.00
# SECONDHAND UNIFORMS

## SHIRTS
- **SIZE 4-14**
  - Start From $2.00
- **SIZE XS-L**
  - Start From $5.00

## SHORTS
- **SIZE 4-14**
  - Start From $2.00
- **SIZE XS-L**
  - Start From $5.00

## SKORTS
- **SIZE 4-14**
  - Start From $2.00
- **SIZE XS-L**
  - Start From $5.00

## JACKETS
- **SIZE 4-14**
  - Start From $5.00
- **SIZE XS-L**
  - Start From $10.00